ADARAND CONSTRUCTORS, INC. v. PENA (1995)
A federal subcontractor compensation clause provided prime contractors with a financial
incentive to use disadvantaged business enterprises identified through race-based criteria. As a
result, Adarand Constructors was not awarded a subcontract, despite submitting the lowest bid.
The Court declared the practice unconstitutional by 5–4 vote.
JUSTICE O’CONNOR delivered the opinion of the Court
…Adarand’s claim arises under the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution, which provides
that “No person shall . . . be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law.”
Although this Court has always understood that Clause to provide some measure of protection
against arbitrary treatment by the Federal Government, it is not as explicit a guarantee of equal
treatment as the Fourteenth Amendment, which provides that “No State shall . . . deny to any
person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” Our cases have accorded varying
degrees of significance to the difference in the language of those two Clauses. We think it
necessary to revisit the issue here. . . .
With Richmond v. J. A. Croson Co. (1989), the Court…agreed that the Fourteenth
Amendment requires strict scrutiny of all race-based action by state and local governments. But
Croson of course had no occasion to declare what standard of review the Fifth Amendment
requires for such action taken by the Federal Government. Croson observed simply that the
Court’s “treatment of an exercise of congressional power in Fullilove cannot be dispositive
here,” because Croson’s facts did not implicate Congress’ broad power under §5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment….
Despite lingering uncertainty in the details, however, the Court’s cases through Croson
had established three general propositions with respect to governmental racial classifications.
First, skepticism: “[A]ny preference based on racial or ethnic criteria must necessarily receive a
most searching examination.” Second, consistency: “The standard of review under the Equal
Protection Clause is not dependent on the race of those burdened or benefited by a particular
classification.” And third, congruence: “[E]qual protection analysis in the Fifth Amendment area
is the same as that under the Fourteenth Amendment.” Taken together, these three propositions
lead to the conclusion that any person, of whatever race, has the right to demand that any
governmental actor subject to the Constitution justify any racial classification subjecting that
person to unequal treatment under the strictest judicial scrutiny….
[W]e wish to dispel the notion that strict scrutiny is “strict in theory, but fatal in fact.”
The unhappy persistence of both the practice and the lingering effects of racial discrimination
against minority groups in this country is an unfortunate reality, and government is not
disqualified from acting in response to it. As recently as 1987, for example, every Justice of this
Court agreed that the Alabama Department of Public Safety’s “pervasive, systematic, and
obstinate discriminatory conduct” justified a narrowly tailored race-based remedy. See United
States v. Paradise. When race-based action is necessary to further a compelling interest, such
action is within constitutional constraints if it satisfies the “narrow tailoring” test this Court has
set out in previous cases….
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JUSTICE SCALIA, concurring in part and concurring in the judgment….
I join the opinion of the Court….except insofar as it may be inconsistent with the
following: In my view, government can never have a “compelling interest” in discriminating on
the basis of race in order to “make-up” for past racial discrimination in the opposite direction.
Individuals who have been wronged by unlawful racial discrimination should be made whole;
but under our Constitution there can be no such thing as either a creditor or a debtor race. That
concept is alien to the Constitution’s focus upon the individual….
JUSTICE THOMAS, concurring in part and concurring in the judgment….
I agree with the majority’s conclusion that strict scrutiny applies to all government
classifications based on race. I write separately, however, to express my disagreement with the
premise…that there is a racial paternalism exception to the principle of equal protection. I
believe that there is a “moral [and] constitutional equivalence” between laws designed to
subjugate a race and those that distribute benefits on the basis of race in order to foster some
current notion of equality. Government cannot make us equal; it can only recognize, respect, and
protect us as equal before the law….
As far as the Constitution is concerned, it is irrelevant whether a government’s racial
classifications are drawn by those who wish to oppress a race or by those who have a sincere
desire to help those thought to be disadvantaged. There can be no doubt that the paternalism that
appears to lie at the heart of this program is at war with the principle of inherent equality that
underlies and infuses our Constitution. See Declaration of Independence (“We hold these truths
to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness”)….
But there can be no doubt that racial paternalism and its unintended consequences can be
as poisonous and pernicious as any other form of discrimination. . . .
JUSTICE STEVENS, with whom JUSTICE GINSBURG joins, dissenting
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…The consistency that the Court espouses would disregard the difference between a “No
Trespassing” sign and a welcome mat. It would treat a Dixiecrat Senator’s decision to vote
against Thurgood Marshall’s confirmation in order to keep African Americans off the Supreme
Court as on a par with President Johnson’s evaluation of his nominee’s race as a positive factor.
It would equate a law that made black citizens ineligible for military service with a program
aimed at recruiting black soldiers. An attempt by the majority to exclude members of a minority
race from a regulated market is fundamentally different from a subsidy that enables a relatively
small group of newcomers to enter that market. An interest in “consistency” does not justify
treating differences as though they were similarities.
The Court’s explanation for treating dissimilar race-based decisions as though they were
equally objectionable is a supposed inability to differentiate between “invidious” and “benign”
discrimination. But the term “affirmative action” is common and well understood. Its presence in
everyday parlance shows that people understand the difference between good intentions and bad.
As with any legal concept, some cases may be difficult to classify, but our equal protection
jurisprudence has identified a critical difference between state action that imposes burdens on a
disfavored few and state action that benefits the few “in spite of” its adverse effects on the
Many….
JUSTICE SOUTER, with whom JUSTICE GINSBURG and JUSTICE BREYER join,
dissenting….
In assessing the degree to which today’s holding portends a departure from past practice,
it is also worth noting that nothing in today’s opinion implies any view of Congress’s § 5 power
and the deference due its exercise that differs from the views expressed by the Fullilove
plurality….
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